
T
he St. Johns River Water Management
District staff has been working to-
wards the development of a goal-

based water conservation analysis that
employs linear programming. The Compar-
ative Account Water Conservation Linear
Programming (CAWCLP) tool estimates the
potential for water conservation throughout
the entire District, attributable to the imple-
mentation of best management practices
(BMPs). The District’s water conservation
analysis uses two data sources: utility billing
records and standardized county property
appraiser (parcel) data.

The District works with utility billing
staff to obtain only the fields from the billing
data that are necessary. The county appraiser
database contains the square footage for all of
the parcels within the District, as well as a De-
partment of Revenue (DOR) land use code for
each parcel. The DOR codes offer a way to seg-
ment a water utility customer market beyond
a utility’s customer rate categories, which vary
across the hundreds of regulated utilities in the
District.  

The account level consumption data are
joined to county property appraiser parcels,
and indoor use and outdoor use are estimated.
The account level data often consists of a sin-
gle potable meter, requiring a calculation to
separate the minimum month (i.e., winter av-
erage) from the outdoor irrigation months.
The result of this calculation is two separate
volumes of annual average monthly indoor
and outdoor water use.  Some utilities provide
consumption data for irrigation or reclaimed

meters, in addition to potable meters, for some
of their accounts.  For accounts where outdoor
use is metered separately, the metered potable
use is considered indoor use, and is averaged.

Each single-family account is classified by
the type of irrigation system present, and out-
door use is established. Each single-family ac-
count’s historical consumption data is
evaluated by subtracting the base from the
peak use. The difference between the base and
peak use determines whether accounts are cat-
egorized as either a hose irrigator (small base
to peak ratio) or an in-ground irrigator (large
base to peak ratio). This separation allows the
appropriate BMPs to be applied to each ac-
count based on the type of irrigation used. 

The conservation savings are represented
as percentages of all outdoor use for each of
the outdoor BMPs. The BMP costs are esti-
mated to be the average cost of performing a
BMP on a typical sized lot. Differences in size,
design, and performance make it necessary to
avoid attempting to quantify fixtures (sprin-
kler heads, feet of pipe, etc.) for outdoor
BMPs, as is done for indoor BMPs. 

To segment indoor use, each end use is
represented as a fixed percentage of total in-
door use.  The percentages are applied to the
total indoor consumption for each parcel to
determine the volume of each end use. These
fixed percentages are stable across the United
States for indoor use. There are a number of
benefits to using percentages for end use
rather than calculating end use as a fixed vol-
ume from the number of times a fixture is
used per person per day. The use of percent-

ages allows the volume used by each type of
fixture to scale up and down according to the
billed indoor volume of use.  This prevents
post-conservation consumption estimates
from being extremely low or negative in low-
use accounts receiving multiple BMPs.

Fixture counts are estimated using the
square footage of indoor area from the county
appraisal database, and assumptions on the
number of bathrooms per square foot area
based on building construction codes.  For ac-
counts with more than two of any fixture type,
the tool limits the number of replacements to
two.  This is done for two reasons: 1) The ma-
jority of the each end use is assumed to come
from the most commonly used fixtures, and 2)
A conservation program in practice would not
pay to replace more than two of any fixture
type because of the small incremental savings
beyond the second fixture.

The efficiencies of original fixtures are as-
sumed by aligning the year the property was
built to a federal water efficiency plumbing
code standard.  The analysis breaks accounts
out into the several categories in Table 1.

Fixtures are occasionally replaced by prop-
erty owners over time due to remodeling, mal-
function, or simply wearing out. An attempt is
made to capture passive-replacement, using the
device life of each fixture type. The difference
between the current year and the year built is
divided by the fixture life, then rounded down
to the nearest integer. This calculation conserv-
atively estimates the number of replacements
that have occurred since the building was con-
structed. An effective plumbing code is assigned
to each fixture. Water conservation program
savings are calculated using the efficiency of
each fixture’s effective plumbing code.
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Table 1.  Fixture efficiency classification by plumbing code
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One use of the historical consumption
data is to determine how successful a previous
conservation effort has been. The developer of
Lakes of Mount Dora, an environmentally-
friendly neighborhood in the City of Mount
Dora, teamed up with the city to employ
Florida-Friendly Landscaping (a program
using low-maintenance plants and environ-
mentally sustainable practices) on all of its
properties, along with a centrally controlled ir-
rigation system. The new homes also feature
high-efficiency indoor fixtures. Map 1 below
compares the total monthly water use for
properties in two different neighborhoods.
The environmentally-friendly neighborhood
is represented as the blue, low-use parcels in
the northeast corner of the map.

A comparison between the low-use
neighborhood and one of the high-use areas
to the south shows homes with similar home
and yard sizes, yet drastically different water
use. Map 2 compares the monthly water use
among similar homes from each neighbor-
hood. In Map 2, indoor use is less in Home 1
due to water efficiency standards for indoor
plumbing that exceed the building code. The
yards of the homes in the high-use areas are
mostly sod, requiring frequent irrigation.
Note the Florida-friendly landscaping in the
yard of the low-use home (Home 1).

Linear Programming Tool

The first version of the linear program-
ming tool aggregated accounts by customer
class (DOR code), plumbing code, and con-
sumption level. This aggregation allowed ac-
counts to be analyzed in about an hour and a
half, regardless of the number of accounts
input into the tool. 

One of the challenges of aggregating ac-
count level billing data is the way in which the
number of fixtures are estimated for accounts
within a group. The calculation of fixture
counts occurs in the aggregate within the tool,
using the sum of the square footage of all ac-
counts within a group.  While a comparison of
calculating fixtures at the aggregate level versus
an account-by-account level did not result in
much variation in total, it is important to care-
fully estimate the number of fixtures present
in each parcel. When comparing two accounts
at the same level of consumption, the account
with only one fixture would require half of the
investment to save the same volume of water
as the account with two fixtures. This aggre-
gate method was featured, beginning on page
49, in the August 2011 Florida Water Resources
Journal.

Another challenge for the development of
the aggregated version of the linear program-

ming tool was the availability of a solver to run
the massive account-by-account linear pro-
gram containing thousands of decision vari-
ables and constraints. Since Excel’s Solver
program has a limit of 200 decision variables,
alternative spreadsheet solvers were evaluated,
resulting in the implementation of the Open-
Solver add-in (www.opensolver.org).  When
the decision variable issue was resolved by

moving to OpenSolver, this brought up a new
issue with the solve time due to the size of the
linear program. The solver add-in took about
1.5 hours to solve the aggregated version, and
several days to generate a result for 30,000 ac-
counts evaluated individually.

District staff began collaborating with
staff at opensolver.org, which had the potential
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to solve the larger account level problem in
much less time by moving to their SolverStu-
dio platform, which uses modeling language
PuLP-Python to build optimization problems.
The staff at opensolver.org made improve-
ments to their solver in order for it to accom-
modate the larger problem. District staff
continued to work collaboratively with staff at
opensolver.org and have successfully transi-
tioned from OpenSolver to SolverStudio for
the District’s water conservation tool.

District staff began to develop a method
to use the raw form of the joined consumption
and parcel data, allowing the results of the
analysis to be linked back to individual parcels.

This is key to targeting parcels in the develop-
ment of an implementation plan. Analyzing
the data account-by-account resulted in being
able to pre-process the account-level data
more efficiently by eliminating the need to ag-
gregate the accounts at the kilo-gallon level of
consumption, customer class, and year built.  

Additional benefits of moving to an ac-
count-by-account approach include fixture
counts performed at the parcel level, the calcu-
lation of a water utility bill before and after the
water conservation BMPs are applied, and a pay-
back period calculated for customers based on
their BMP investment, consumption, and utility
water rate schedule. The CAWCLP tool has
functionality built in, which allows a payback

period threshold to be established and consid-
ered as a goal in the optimization process.

The tool consists of three tabs within
Excel: the assumptions, the linear program
(LP), and the summary table. The assump-
tions tab is where all of the customizable water
use assumptions are stored and can be ad-
justed by the user. This tab includes the linear
program variables, the end-use proportions by
customer class, existing fixture efficiency, the
replacement fixture list (including cost, sav-
ings, device life, efficiency, and rebate
amount), fixture counts, and water bill calcu-
lator. The analysis is typically run with the de-
fault values; however, the values can be
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adjusted by the water utility before it runs the
analysis. For example, if the cost shown in the
assumptions table is high and a utility (and its
buying power) can purchase the fixture at a
lower cost, that cost could be adjusted in the
assumptions table.  Figure 1 shows the as-
sumptions tab.

The raw data and linear program resides
in the LP tab. The objective function calculates
the amount of water conservation that can be
obtained with a given budget, subject to the
number of fixtures available in total. User can
also specify the amount of savings desired in
gallons per day. The payback period can be
specified for each account through a con-
straint. Once the linear program is executed,
the result is the number of fixtures selected for
replacement for each parcel subject to the
budget and fixture constraints. The geo-loca-

tion of the parcel from the county appraisal
information allows the model result for each
account to be linked to its location on a map.
Figure 2 shows the global constraints and ob-
jective function along with input data for a
handful of accounts.  The account data ex-
tends down thousands of rows, with one row
for each account.  

The last-tab summary sheet summarizes
all of the fixtures selected by the CAWCLP and
lists them by BMP. It also projects the amount
of future use and savings over any desired
planning horizon. The total number of esti-
mated passive replacement fixtures is summa-
rized using passive replacement assumptions,
which are a part of the assumptions table. The
number of available fixtures is adjusted by the
passive replacement assumptions, before sav-
ings are calculated. This represents a conser-
vative approach and the passive replacement

savings is only summarized over the period of
the selected planning horizon.  The summary
page includes a cost per 1,000 gallons using the
amortized cost over the planning horizon di-
vided by the annual savings estimated by the
CAWCLP tool.  Figure 3 shows the summary
sheet for a sample run of residential proper-
ties at a cost threshold of $1.5 million. 

The BMPs (see Figure 4) are sorted by
cost/kgal to develop an implementation sched-
ule. This relegates the more expensive BMPs
to the latter years and allows for changes in the
plan as costs for BMPs decrease or future tech-
nology allows for an improved list of alterna-
tive cost-effective BMPs. The tool also
attempts to account for the energy savings
from not having to treat and deliver the water
that is conserved.   

There are several options for estimating
the future use over the planning horizon for
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each customer class. The appraisal data con-
tain the year built, which can be used to calcu-
late an annual growth rate of new accounts
over the planning horizon using the historical
growth rate of each customer class in the latest
plumbing code and their estimated water use.
Since the load profile for each of the utility’s
existing customer classes is known, water use
can be assigned to each of the projected ac-
counts using the load profile from the existing
customer classes. 

The results of the estimated growth rate
can be calibrated to the permitted amount
over the planning horizon or calibrated to
other municipal population and development
services planning efforts.  

The calculation of gallons per capita per
day (GPCD) is much improved, since the
water use data can be directly applied to an av-
erage household population by census block.
This additional information can be brought
back into the linear programming tool to assist
in the prioritization of selected parcels for
water conservation, or the information can be
used to develop a logistical plan with the goal
of targeting and reducing water use in those
areas with particularly high GPCDs.

The linear programming tool estimates
conservation savings for residential indoor
and outdoor use and commercial, industrial,
institutional (CII) domestic use. In addition

to conservation savings as a result of a formal
water conservation program, the tool also
calculates passive savings. Each fixture is as-
sumed to have its own passive replacement
rate, based on the device life. Assumptions
can be made regarding passive replacement
depending on the year a structure was built.
Passive replacement savings can be grouped
into two categories: historical savings, which
is calculated by comparing the original fix-
ture efficiencies at the time the structure was
built to the present fixture efficiencies; and
future passive replacement over the planning
horizon. For example, if a 20-year planning
horizon is selected, all fixtures with device
lives less than 20 years would likely be re-
placed by the customer at least once during
that period.

Through the use of OpenSolver’s Quick-
Solve feature, once the solver is initialized, in-
puts can be changed and new scenarios run in
seconds. Incremental changes to the total
budget result in varying program savings.
Graphing the output of these iterations results
in a diminishing returns curve, which assists
the utility in the goal setting process. The most
cost-effective program savings on the dimin-
ishing returns curve results from ordinances
adopting higher indoor efficiency standards
and modifications to land development regu-
lations limiting outdoor use. These two ordi-

nances are very similar to the construction
standards in the low-use neighborhood in
Mount Dora previously shown in Map 1.  

All of the assumptions made in the linear
programming tool were developed using a
conservative approach. The assumptions, doc-
umented in the BMP library, contain refer-
ences to the origin of the information. It is
expected that when the BMPs are imple-
mented on the recommended parcels, the im-
plementation will result in additional savings
not accounted for by the tool due to the con-
servative approach taken.

Water Conservation Vision

A few forward-thinking utilities are run-
ning their conservation programs using auto-
mated meter reading or advanced metering
infrastructure data, which can be fed into so-
phisticated utility operations software and
work order management software packages
typically used by distribution personnel within
the utility. The CAWCLP tool, used in con-
junction with a web-based implementation
and tracking tool, is an alternative for utilities
that lack the necessary resources to be able to
develop or implement advanced work-order
management systems. 

Feedback to both the utility and the Dis-
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trict on the success of implemented best man-
agement practices, provides information nec-
essary for decision-making regarding
continued funding of projects and specific
BMPs. Utilities with an existing continuous
improvement workflow are able to tailor their
conservation program to their customer base
in order to maximize its effectiveness. The Dis-

trict is currently developing a Web-based Im-
plementation and Tracking Tool (WBITT),
which will track the performance of imple-
mented BMPs. Figure 5 shows how the tool in-
corporates billing data through a live link, to
track consumption and monitor the perform-
ance of BMPs. The process starts with the be-
ginning assumptions, and continues with the
adjustment of default values from the imple-

mentation process resulting in a continuous
loop.

The development of a goal-based ap-
proach to water conservation planning should
be considered prior to investing in large alter-
native or traditional water supply projects, and
as a companion to large water supply projects.
A tool for implementing the plan and provid-
ing a feedback loop mechanism for actual on-
the-ground observations through audits is also
needed. Development of a WBITT will test the
initial assumptions used in the linear pro-
gramming tool and automatically adjust those
assumptions from observed data in the field.
An example of this may be estimated (rated)
vs. actual flow rates of showerheads. The tool
will be linked with current and future data, to
compare the use before and after BM’s have
been installed. It will also notify utility water
conservation staff when accounts where the
BMPs were installed may need additional ad-
justment in order to remain effective (an irri-
gation controller, for example). 

The WBITT will feature an online map-
ping interface, accessible by authorized users,
with multiple data views and permissions. Au-
thorized users may include District staff, util-
ity directors, or conservation coordinators,
contractors, or account holders. Different
users have different viewing permissions. For
example, account holders may only be able to
view their own account, while a conservation
coordinator may be able to view all accounts.
If a utility chooses to make the mapping fea-
ture available to the public, users could view
the utility’s accounts in several different
“views.”  The most common viewing option is
consumption-by-account. Other options in-
clude optimized BMP selection, payback pe-
riod, fixtures by unit cost, and possible
clustering options for similar BMPs. A savvy
contractor could use this information to iden-
tify potential business opportunities for both
residential and commercial customers.  After
performing an on-site audit, some contractors
may finance the BMPs and guarantee the
water savings for a percentage of the cost sav-
ings over a set period of time.

After a BMP is implemented, each ac-
count is automatically assigned a “threshold”
of expected use, calculated by the linear pro-
gramming tool (Some BMP savings will be too
small to be detected using a monthly billing
system). Over time, if an account’s consump-
tion exceeds their expected use, the account is
flagged for follow up. Utility staff will be able
to pull up information on all of the accounts
exceeding their expected use.  An account’s
“threshold” may be tripped for several reasons,
including: tampering, malfunctioning, or bro-
ken equipment; increased need for irrigation
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due to dry/hot weather; and leaks.  A postcard
could be automatically generated and sent to
the account holder to identify the reason, or at
least verify that a follow-up visit may be
needed.  

Map 3 shows a mocked-up version of an
interface for the WBITT.

The staff is currently working on im-
proving the cost-benefit calculations in the
tool. The goal is to include cost savings from
each BMP due to in-home energy savings and
reduced in-home operations and maintenance
costs. The calculations will include the dollars
saved by a utility putting off the expansion of
treatment and storage capacity due to water
conservation savings and may require addi-
tional operations data from the utility. 

Another future development of the tool
is to include site-specific industrial BMPs for
cooling and limited process water. These as-
sumptions and estimates will be included in
the tool when this study is completed.

Figure 6 shows multiple mobile platforms
that approved field personnel including con-
tractors, utility staff, or LEED certified audi-
tors use to deploy the WBITT.  The mobile
web map retains the full functionality of the
desktop version, and allows edits to update in-
stantaneously to the database.

Work is also underway to improve the
performance of the solver in the District’s
CAWCLP tool.  District staff continues to col-
laborate with developers at OpenSolver to pro-
duce a PuLP-Python based code from which

the solver will run. Initial results using the
PuLP-Python code show a reduction in solve-
time from the current OpenSolver platform
ranging from 60 to 90 percent, depending on
the number of accounts that are run through
the tool.  Another benefit to using the PuLP-
Python code is that the end user will not need
to define constraints, changing cells, or the ob-
jective function when the tool is run.

Figure 7 shows some sample of the PuLP-
Python code being developed.

The PuLP-Python code also retains the
full functionality of the calculations and cell
references in the Excel spreadsheet. This means
that the user can still make an adjustment on
any assumption within the tool, and under-
stand exactly how that change impacts the op-
timized selection when the solver is run again.

Conclusion 

It is important to incentivize water con-
servation. As discussions between regulatory
agencies and regulated utilities regarding in-
centives continue in earnest, there will be a
need to quantify, and more importantly, ver-
ify the amount of savings estimated by the
goal-based plan versus the savings actually
obtained in the implementation of the plan.
The CAWCLP tool and the WBITT are a sys-
tem that will track BMPs that are proven to
work in the short term, as well as the long
term. If utilities and their customers are going
to commit themselves to water conservation

efforts, a dependable savings must be calcu-
lated for a variety of utility sizes, customer
makeups, and regional differences in weather.
This information will take time to generate.
The sooner the necessary data is collected
through the feedback loop described, the
sooner the incentives that can be proven can
be developed and funded. ��
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